Three Wishes Project

How to make a print

What You Do:

1. Draw an image onto the tray using a pencil.
2. Remember, your printed image will appear in reverse!
3. Use a lot of different lines to add variety to your print.

Printing Using a Brayer (roller):

1. Place a small amount of ink on the plexiglass, cookie tray or glass sheet.
2. Roll both ways to allow the roller to evenly pick up the ink. Roll until the ink comes up in little "points".
3. Roll away from yourself slowly - to pick up ink.
4. Roll toward yourself quickly - to remove excess ink.
5. Once the roller is "inked", roll onto the printing plate. You probably have to go through this process several times before enough ink is placed on the plate.
6. Once the printing plate or block is "inked", place paper on top and using either your hand or a wooden spoon, rub lightly over the surface of the paper.
7. Remove paper and repeat process for more prints.